
Deep expertise  
is only a call away

If you’re missing the internal expertise to 
support your environments, you’re not 
alone. With ESS you can rely on highly 
trained support experts with access to 
deep technical resources.

Simple, low cost  
per server

Lenovo ESS has a straightforward pricing 
system based on your processor count 
(1, 2, or 4+) and plan duration (1, 2, 3, or 5 
years). Plus you can make unlimited calls, 
instead of paying per call.

One call  
does it all

Call one number and talk to one  
expert about your whole environment. 
That includes hypervisor, OS, and 
applications from multiple vendors –  
with no transfer delays.

Lenovo Enterprise 
Software Support

All the 
answers in 
one place
Enjoy unlimited, 24x7 
server software support 
with Lenovo ESS

Find out more. Ask your 
Lenovo representative 
about ESS today.

Lenovo® Enterprise Software Support is the 
complete answer to supporting your whole 
portfolio of server software from multiple 
vendors.

It gives you comprehensive, 24-hour 
telephone technical support, with unlimited 
incidents and unlimited calls. And there’s only 
one number to dial.

Lenovo ESS is available in 3 versions:

1. Multi-OS for Microsoft®, VMware®, Red 
Hat®, and SUSE server operating systems

2. Multi-Apps for Microsoft server 
applications like Exchange, SQL,  
and others

3. Multi-OS and Apps includes both



Your Lenovo servers rely on enterprise software, and 
if your business is like many others, you need external 
expertise to support it. Many support desks charge 
on a costly per-call basis. So if you use software from 
multiple vendors, costs soon add up.

With Lenovo ESS you get unlimited 
support from a single, low-cost 
support desk. One number 
gives you expert help 
with multiple products 
and vendors.

Why Lenovo ESS?

System x hardware 
“how-to”
You’ll also receive System x® hardware 
“how-to” support at no extra cost. Get 
help with:

• Basic hardware questions not covered 
under base hardware warranties – on 
topics such as firmware, adapter setup 
and RAID

• Referrals to technical documents and 
publications for additional assistance

• Corrective service information for 
known defects

Comprehensive 
support
Make unlimited support calls about:

• Basic installation, usage, and 
configuration questions

• Help with product 
documentation

• Compatibility and 
interoperability questions

• Diagnostic reviews to help 
isolate problems

• Known software defects and 
new defect reporting

Start your 
comprehensive, low-
cost support today. 
Ask your Lenovo 
representative.


